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Abstract: Global Warming and climate change has become a very crucial testing challenge for all over the world. Theory of Relativity has explained that a new affair or a matter is not absolute, everything is related with another, anything like a wave, which is a waving movement. So it is very important to find out the source of diseases and about their nature and activities. Only palliative treatment is not fruitful for mankind. If we could not strike to the ultimate point then everything will be spoil. Recently showed that climate change is the cause of human activities, like burning fossil, fuels, like natural gas, oil and coal, burning these materials releases what are called green house gases into Earth’s atmosphere. There these gases trap heat from The sun’s Rays inside the atmosphere causing earth’s average temperature to rise. This rise in the planet’s temperature is called Global Warming. The warming of the planet impacts local and regional climates throughout Earth’s history climate has continually changed. When occurring naturally this is a slow process that has taken place over hundreds and thousands of years. The human influenced climate change that is happening, which is now occurring at a much faster rate. Currently COVID-19 has become a pained situation. It has come from Seasonal effect, continuous now and then season change is very harmful for human body and this all thing depends on climate system. However its only protection is huge tree planting and be control of human making gases and chemical products utilization and above all requirement of mental purity because currently psycho corruption have been covered all about the world so this is very important to notify about it.

One thing should be remember that, “look at yourself before lifting your finger towards another” Covid-19, this virus made up from worst atmosphere, this is like a kind of flu, it is related with colder atmosphere and also added with often change of weather.

This virus has been exposed from an evolutionary effect, this is origination of species by development from earlier forms.
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I. Introduction

The World Have Seen The Death Procession In Many Times , This Is One Part Of Them But Also This Is fact that twentieth century so no one could sited his or her limited circumference. One thing is better to remember , when we are landing in the Moon reaching in the infinite space , it is very surprising matter to the world that few medicine is not discovered for many diseases till now. Ultimately if we could know the ultimate source of disease then we could drive out any problems, so no way except go ahead. Many scientists have been tried to release corona virus infection.

There are few questions are given below

i) How is it originated?
ii) How to reduce it ?
iii) Influence of human body and how to protect from this virus?
iv) How to eradicate?

Any one disease are beginning from a certain place and a single unit for the reason of human activities and reflection of environmental reaction Global warming is contributing to extreme weather events. In some cases, some types of extreme weather events are happening more often or are becoming more intense because of global warming.

Global warming is making some extreme weather events worse. Scientist attribute the global warming trend observed since the mid-20th century to the human expansion of the green house effect --- warming that results when the atmosphere traps heat radiating from earth towards space.

Certain gases in the atmosphere block heat from escaping long live gases that remain semi permanently in the atmosphere and do not respond physically or chemically to changes in temperature are described as ‘forcing’ climate change, gases, such as water vapor, which respond physically or chemically to changes in temperature, are seen as “feed backs”

Water vapor , the most abundant green house gas importantly, it acts as a feed back to the climate, water vapor increases as the earths atmosphere warms, but so does the possibility of clouds and precipitation making these some of the most important feed back mechanisms to the green house effect.

Carbon dioxide – a minor but very important component of the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is released through natural process such as respiration and volcano eruptions and through human activities such as deforestation, land use changes and burning fossil fuel. Human have increased atmosphere co2 concentration by more than a third since the industrial revolution began. This is the most important long-lived ‘forcing’ of climate change, so it is presumable that every now and then the weather changing of the ca cause of climate warming and as usually due to abnormal atmosphere and humidity , different types of infection and insects are born for the reaction of climate disorder. So until we are not be able to cautious to prevent the climate change every now and then since then mankind could not free from total destruction.

II. Covid-19

In fact the Corona Virus could become seasonal, this virus was beginning to take root in the southern hemisphere there is a strong chance the corona virus could return in seasonal cycles, the virus does better in cold weather that it does in hot and humid condition the reason are thought to include that respiratory droplets remain air born for longer on colder weather and that cold weather weakness immunity another potential reason is that virus degrade mere quickly on hotter surface.
The reason of first climate change is a long term shift in global or regional climate patterns, often climate change refers specifically to the rise in global temperature’s from the mid-20th century to present, the biggest course of current climate change is extremely human activity, like burning fossil fuel like natural gas oil and coal burning these materials releases what are called green house gases in to earth’s atmosphere, there these gases trap heat from the sun’s ray’s inside the atmosphere causing earth’s average temperature is called global warming. The warming of the planet impacts local and regional climates.

Throughout earth history climate have been continuously changed. When occurring naturally, this is a slow process that has taken place over hundred and thousand years. The human influenced climate change, that is happening now is occurring at a much faster rate. Fracking is a controversial from of drilling that uses high pressure liquid to create cracks in underground shale to extract natural gas and petroleum carbon emission’s form fossil fuels like these have been linked to global warming and climate change.

However that corona virus has become our daily company, we could not drive out smoothly. At present what to do now? That is the matter of thought. Firstly it is always avoidable that suddenly contact from hot to cold and again cold to hot. Frigid zone is very high risk for this infection and also with abnormal atmosphere, we have to focus our immunity level. all are knows low immunity level is very risky. How to growth the immunity level that is very vital issue at now. In that case, only nutritious food is not sufficient for health. Yoga and Pranayam is very beneficial for mankind. We should be focalize to the proper exercise, specifically throat, lung and heart, whereupon these organs would become a more strong and protective. There are few part of the organ of human body sketch are given below ----
The heart and lungs work together to make sure the body has the oxygen rich blood it needs to function properly. The pulmonary loop the right side of the heart picks up the oxygen poor blood from the body and moves it the lungs for cleaning and re-oxygenating.

Currently we have noticed that which we have used in our food list that maximum are made up by the help of chemical fertilizer and used different kinds of worm killer poisons and for that the rate of chemical changes of living in our body is highly developed. Therefore mankind would become a carrier and holder of this virus. Which has food are made up from natural way that is more fruitful for human being. One demonstration is likely that one native cock or a hen is likely more energetic and strong than a farm product cock or hen. At once time in the long ago, one gorilla, Champagne were most strong like than ten human being, because they had been leaded there life style in a normal way. I heard that they were our forefather.

If we do not protect the balance of industries and nature then the earth will be destroyed at one time, life on earth has involved in an inter connected ecology determined by weather patterns, movements of global tectonic plates and the dynamic surface chemistry of oceans and land, the creatures on earth all the humans, animals, plants, bacteria and virus are dependent on each another as well as on this enveloping ecosystem. Since the earth is an integrated system, significant changes in any internal component or an external influence movement toward a new equilibrium.

Throughout the history of the earth there have been long periods of coaling leading to growth of massive continental ice sheets the composition of the atmosphere particularly the concentration of carbon dioxide and methane is important, there is also changes.
In the earth orbit around the sun changes in the till in the earth’s axis, impacts of large meteorites and eruption of super volcanoes. Acidification and warming of the oceans leading to decimation of coral reefs and other changes that are disrupting the marine food chain.

Huge population growth of the world is very remarkable issue. How much carbon dioxide have emission by the people in every minute, that is unknown even now, each human body is like on factory. there are too much produced in extreme level carbon dioxide, specially due to mental corruption and that’s outcome is many incurable disease generally have showed, 10% diseases are born by seasonal and 90% diseases are born by mental issue, mental influence is more greater than any others. 

If the situation is continued then gradually the peoples would become a more and more short size and their habits and behavior would be deteriorate ability of activity might be decreased, poverty and starvation will be increased day by day.

III. Some guidelines are given below:

Human life style must be well organised. Over excitement is very harmful in human body, in every excitement would be decrease the immunity level. Need to huge tree planting for populated area, specially beside of the every sea beach. Deforest not allowed for everywhere of the world, only justified trees are allowed for sea beach.

People must be disciplined and have to be trained to increase the quality of being sensible. Followed to animals behavior due to often change rate of humidity in the air, people would become very illness that’s effects in cold cough and for this people have to be infected by different kinds of infections. at one time each one of the fourth would become illness and often due to change of weather, corona virus would become vary in different types. Extreme humidity in the air is very anxieties matter. Always need to avoid from humid place. If the warming would be continued, then situation would be out of control for all nations.

One thing is more important in this matter, such a piece of metal beat by a hammer repeatedly, at once time that metal piece become smashed, as such if any human body repeatedly affected by whimsical weather, that result would become very dangerous, human body is made up from flesh and blood, this is not made from any metal, for this reason of repeated attack, immunity will be loss and multi organ would become failure, such a period might become that everyone have to be needed a oxygen cylinder. Human nature would become indispensable with the artificial life leading.

IV. Conclusion

One thing have said, land pollution, water pollution, air pollution and many others but have someone listen about mental pollution, when somebody connected with evil propensity, just from the time human beings are becoming sheltered land of various illness. The science of the minds and its faculties is mostly imperceptible, so if we noticed minutely, we would be able to confirm that every situation is made up for the base of another situation, which are happened in the world. Everything is related with another, nothing is absolute.

If we want to solve any kinds of problem then we have to focalized to source of problem. Many challenges are coming in the front of human being for all over the world. So if we could not be able to control our mare desirous and malicious by that time we have no release from the situation.

One more important issue of immunity statically proved that one physical labor is more energetic and immunity full like than common laborer. It have noticed in the chemical classes like native cock vs. farm product cock, eating things should be made in natural system. There is no doubt that wild animal and human kinds are different from physically and mentally in both side, but due to metabolism, both are produce In different kinds of toxin, which have harmful for human kinds.

The chemical changes of living matter in the body. Some of the wild animals could produced this virus, then why not possible for human kinds, specially when human kinds are all eater, which we have taken in our body, that’s have created a different kinds of toxin. (A poison produced in animals, plants and humans)

Destruction and creation, both are moving in parallel way, the theory, that matter and mind are two manifestation of one substance no one could stand without another. Everything is closely related, so where is birth and again there is death. This is the rule of nature – as like while one side of the river is broken and that moments another side of becoming to the river is becoming to built up. That is the role of supreme power.(which called super energy)

Destruction and creation both are moving in parallel way. One depends on another. The theory that matter and mind are two manifestation of one substance. No one could stand without another. That is closely connected. So where is birth and again there is death, it is the rule of nature. As like while one side of the river is breaking and then another side of the river is growing.

Beginning and ending, both are as like ups and downs of wave. That is only transformation of same thing.